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Official commemorations of the end of the Second World War in Estonia take place on May 8 and they focus on the
victims of what is perceived as the most traumatic event in recent national history. A day later, another
commemoration takes place that celebrates the war's end as victory and is attended by many Russian-speakers of
Estonia. These two events epitomize the mnemonic landscape of Estonia characterized by two memory regimes
that exist as parallel universes.
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"1944" vs. 9 May – An Attempt at Reconciliation Instead of Vigorous
Glorification: Estonia Commemorating WWII in 2015
The Second World War was the most traumatic event of the 20th century that altered the path of
development for many Estonians. It is a watershed in the Estonian master-narrative that is divided into
the before and after, the good old days and present-day Estonia. Although it was such a traumatic event
for the country, it is defined as an "alien war" in which the people of Estonia became pawns in the hands
of two totalitarian regimes. Therefore, the official war commemoration of the end of that war is
dedicated to the suffering of victims and not the victory itself. However, there is a significant number of
the population that celebrates Victory Day in a way that makes the victims a secondary feature of the
war and the main narrative focuses on glorifying the myth of the so-called victory. Accordingly, on 8 May,
Estonian officials commemorate victims without a large amount of public attention or involvement. And
the next day, 9 May, (mainly) the Russian speaking population celebrates Victory Day, which is a
glorification of Russia’s power and legitimisation of the sacrifices made. These two events carry very
opposite meanings: the former is a rather quiet, mourning commemorating the victims of WWII, whereas
the latter is a people’s festival that every year represents more-and-more a celebration and
demonstration of military might than a tribute to those who suffered. These two commemorations are
not in dialogue but exist as parallel universes representing two very different memory regimes.

Brief Overview of WWII in the Estonian Context and its Narratives
For Estonia, WWII began on 23 August 1939 when Hitler and Stalin divided Europe between Germany and
the Soviet Union. Estonia remained under Soviet control and in June 1940, when Hitler conquered
France, Stalin used the opportunity to force the Estonian government to open its borders for military
occupation while his henchmen began to liquidate the Estonian national elite.[1] Therefore, when the
Wehrmacht arrived in summer 1941, the people initially celebrated as they though they were being
liberated from the Soviet terror – they were very quickly proven wrong.[2] Estonian men were divided
between the two totalitarian regimes. Before the Soviet authorities withdrew from Estonia, there was an
organised mass mobilisation that forced around 50,000 men into the Red Army[3] The local population
did not support the Nazi regime, but their fear of a Soviet return was even greater. Thus, combining fear
with the force of mobilisation, Nazis recruited around 70,000 Estonians to fight in their army.[4] The
bloodiest battles took place in Estonia in 1944 when the Red Army forced the Nazis out of Estonia. The
Nazis and the Soviets both used their Estonian military units, which resulted in Estonian men fighting
with one another for an ideology that most of them did not subscribe to. In addition to the big battles, the
civilian population suffered the mass bombings of Estonian cities (Narva, Tallinn, Tartu, Jõhvi) by the
Red Army in March 1944. During the summer when the Red Army slowly pushed out the Nazis and the
fiercest fighting took place in Eastern Estonia, many Estonians tried to escape to Germany or Sweden.[5]
By the end of 1944, the Soviet occupation replaced the Nazis and the actual fighting ceased; however,
the atrocities did not end there.[6]
The re-established Soviet regime also aimed to change people’s memories. Therefore, they formed an
official Soviet-Estonian narrative of the war. It was the war between the righteous (Soviets) who fought
for a just cause against the evil forces (Nazis/Germans). The war became known as the Great Patriotic
War against the archenemy of the Estonian people.[7] In order to demonstrate the evil nature of the Nazi
regime, to hide victims of the Soviet atrocities, and to synchronize Estonian experience with other Soviet
territories, the number of war victims was quadrupled.[8] With the guidance of the Russians, Estonia was
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liberated in 1944, and the collaborators – who were defined as traitors and fascists – were condemned
and lawfully punished. This narrative neglected all Soviet atrocities and legitimised them as a proper
measure with which to deal with fascists. The latter become a code word for all anti-Soviet
forces[9] Based on this Soviet narrative, today there is a reinforced glorifying myth that shows the victory
as a joint effort of all Soviet people under the guidance of Russia.
After the restoration of Estonian independence in 1990, the official narrative of WWII changed
significantly. The division between the righteous and the evil forces was removed. The war became an
imposed external war where Estonians were victims in the hands of two similar totalitarian regimes. The
Estonian master-narrative subscribes to the postcolonial narrative where the central focus is a struggle
for independence. As such, WWII carries a strong mourning element on both an individual and on a
collective level.[10] The previously condemned veterans of the Waffen SS were no longer seen as Nazi
collaborators, but as Estonian freedom fighters who did not fight for Nazi ideology, but fought for
Estonian independence and against the return of the Soviet regime[11] Similarly, the Red Army veterans
from Estonia are also seen as people who were forced to fight against their will. The fighting between
Estonians in 1944 is depicted as national tragedy where people were not divided based on their
worldview or ideologies, but were divided by a third-party based on the year they were born. While the
independent Estonian narrative of WWII focuses a large part on the suffering under the Soviet regime, it
doesn’t forget the suffering at the hands of the Nazis.[12]
Thus, the year 1945 itself was not an important watershed for Estonia because, unlike other Western
European countries, the suffering did not end there. According to the Estonian master-narrative, neither 8
May nor 9 May1945 is considered the end of the war: the narrative stretches out until 1994 when the last
Russian troops finally left Estonian territory, thereby symbolically ending the Soviet occupation.[13] Thus,
the official Estonian war narrative focuses on the suffering and subsequent mourning – both of which
are well reflected in commemoration on 8 May.

"1944" – Depiction of WWII in Estonia in 2015
Elmo Nüganen's new film 1944,[14] which was released shortly before Estonian Independence Day in
February 2015, depicts the end of the fighting and the transition from the Nazi occupation to the Soviets
in 1944. Although it is not officially dedicated to the end of the war but to all who have fought and
suffered for independence,[15] because of its release date, it is a good example of an inclusiveanniversary tribute. Futhermore, it offers a fine and delicate story about sensitive issues without
providing any strong judgements[16] The film was very well received by the Estonian public: it was praised
in the media, and within one month of its release, it had over 100 000 viewers.[17]
The film combines the stories of two men, Karl Tammik and Jüri Jõgi, who fought in different armies
against one another. Although it is a war film, it doesn't glorify war, but instead delivers a strong anti-war
message. There are no clear heroes and it shows the war as senseless suffering – soldiers are fighting
without clear aim, and the next battle becomes just another task to do. This is well depicted in the scene
where a retreating Waffen SS soldier projects his comrades’ future: "tomorrow the Red Army comes and
kicks us out of the woods; the next day we kick them out of the woods; then the Red Army kicks us out of
the woods again; and the day after that, the forest warden comes and he kicks us all out of the woods."
There is also little enthusiasm among the Red Army soldiers. Otherwise serious and rather grim soldiers
march and fight their way through Estonia. The only truly happy emotion is depicted when a soldier
arrives to his family farm hoping to see his loved ones. Even the very end of the film when the Red Army
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unit makes the last raid to clean out the last of the German soldiers from the forest, there is little
enthusiasm on the soldiers’ faces. They are men who do their job, and even their captain’s
encouragement – "this is the last sector and then we have liberated Estonia" – gets silent response
because the men know that the Nazis will be replaced by another repressive regime.[18] The strong antiwar discourse for a broader international audience corresponds well with the Estonian nation-state
narrative – there is no honour in the war where men fight in foreign armies for alien ideologies.
Instead of glorifying war heroes, the main theme of the film is reconciliation, which is centred on three
major concepts: mourning/suffering, guilt, and forgiving. The film shows death in the battlefield where
young men die for something they do not understand. Death is taken with a silent pause, with few
expressed emotions (in some cases, with tears), and directs the audience to internal mourning. Thereby,
the viewers’ own reflections on death are aroused without providing clear assessments of how one
should feel. The film also portrays civilian suffering. It shows the mass deportation of June 1941 (and
even foreshadows the mass deportation of March 1949[19]), the Narva and Tallinn bombings, and
refugees from overseas who become victims of the military bombings. This suffering is borne with a
similar yielded, and externally powerless, silence that directs the audience, again, to self-reflection.
These narrative elements bring the attention to the victims and their suffering, making them the centre of
commemoration instead of glorifying war heroes or condemning the perpetrators. However, there is a
very hazy line between the perpetrators and the victims – at least on an individual level. It is difficult
trying to reflect on the complexity and intertwinement of these two categories without judging their
various choices. Rather than judgement and condemnation, the film aims to provide an understanding
that could better enable reconciliation.
In the film, suffering is accompanied by guilt. It is the guiding motivator for both leading characters: their
guilt of passiveness. Karl Tammik went to Waffen SS because he silently observed from the bushes how
his family was deported. He tries to find forgiveness and peace through fighting the Soviet regime.
However, this makes him self-destructive, and he places himself into dangerous situations without
reservation, looking for punishment until he is killed in battle. Jüri Jõgi expresses his feelings of guilt for
having passively let the Soviet army cross the Estonian border, and he tries to rectify it with discipline[20]
and fear. Symbolically, this passive-guilt is forgiven by Karl’s sister Aino who concluded, "Innocent feel
guilty and those who are guilty do not feel anything." Although today it is not a dominant discourse in
Estonia, in the 1990s (and even the early 2000s), there was a big "if" raised – what would happen if
Estonia resisted the Soviet Union like Finland did? Therefore, this film can be interpreted as redemption
for passive surrender, and encourages making peace with the past and ending self-accusations.
In this film, the characters also feel guilty for the acts they've committed. Jüri Jõgi kills Aino’s brother,
and despite his initial plan to admit it to her, he decides to conceal it. Talking with Aino, he learns that
most likely his father listed her family for deportation, so he decides to hide his family name and borrows
one from his comrade in arms. However, in the end, he decides to send a letter to Aino where he reveals
his true name and confesses that he killed her brother in the battle. In order to move forward together, he
writes, he has to be honest with her. In the end of the letter he asks forgiveness, if she could. Although
the end of the film does not explicitly indicate Aino’s decision, her earlier dialogue with Jüri, in which she
claims she is ready to forgive the man who listed her family, suggests that she would be ready to accept
Jüri’s apology. This theme, related to Jüri’s guilt, can be understood as a symbolic reconciliation
between victims and perpetrators. Instead of looking to the past and aiming for revenge (as Aino’s
brother Karl did), forgiving (but not forgetting) would enable them to move on and establish a future
together.
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Another, and even more explicit, theme of the film 1944 focuses on the tragedy of a forcefully divided
nation – one central dilemma for both sides of the war is what to do if one meets a compatriot on the
other side of the front. This is a familiar dilemma for the Estonian audience because of the WWII film,
Men in Soldier's Overcoats (1968)[21]. The latter is a Soviet Estonian production, and the final conclusion
about the men who fought in the German army is clearly condemning. 1944, however, still carries
dialogue with it and tries to correct the earlier ideological assessment. Nevertheless, it avoids
developing a mirror image of the 1968 film, and instead, offers equal insight into both parties. The film
provides two parallel stories where the two main characters (Karl and Jüri) have similar concerns, they
face similar challenges, and in the end, they are both killed. The first half of the film portrays the story of
the Nazi soldiers, and the second half continues with the story of a Red Army unit. Their meeting ends
with a small battle, which comes to a halt when the Red Army captain realises that he is fighting against
other Estonians. Symbolically, the leading character Jüri Jõgi asks to bury the Red Army and Waffen SS
soldiers together in one grave. This gesture puts the war veterans––from both armies––on an equal
level. When the first main character (Karl) is buried, Jüri takes the leading role in the film. He is
connected with Karl through his sister to whom he brings Karl’s last letter. Similarly, she gets Jüri’s last
letter at the end of the film. This narrative emphasises that it is not important which uniform someone
wore; these men were all victims of two similar totalitarian regimes who made them to fight against
each other.
This message is also important because it aims to explain Estonian history on an international level.[22]
The Russian glorifying Great Patriotic War memory regime, however, revives the narrative of the Baltic
and Ukrainian Nazi collaborators, defining them clearly as ideological fascists. On the other hand, 1944
provides a better understanding of the men who ended up in the German army. It also avoids a black-andwhite, simplified narrative template and develops the story with its complexity, and demonstrates rather,
the tragedy of the Estonian soldiers. The anti-fascist attitude of the Estonian soldiers is clearly
represented in the Estonian soldiers’ awards scene. They all receive pictures of Hitler that, later, they
complain are completely useless – it's not even possible to roll a cigarette from it. Also, during the
awards ceremony, the Estonian collaborator congratulates them and says, “Heil Hitler!” The greeting is
replied with "Ei ütle!" It sounds similar to Heil Hitler but it means 'I won’t say it!'[23] On an international
level, it both aims at gaining understanding and undermines the simplification that all who fought on the
side of Nazi Germany were ideological fascists. For the domestic audience, it provides a clear antifascist meaning, targeting a small group of local right-wing radicals who glorify the veterans of the
Waffen SS because of their fascist ideals of national purity. It shows clearly that the motivation behind
most Estonian men in the German army was not ideological at all.
It is also important to note, that although both sides use Estonian for internal communication, they were
not ethnically homogenous groups. On both sides, other ethnicities are also represented. One character
from the Waffen SS has a Slavic name, Vladimir Kamenski, and tells the story of how his father fought
against the Bolsheviks in the Russian Civil War and how his family was immediately repressed when the
Soviets took power in Estonia in 1940. A Red Army soldier named Abram Joffe shows a picture of his
family who lived in Pärnu.[24] Although the reference to the Holocaust and the killing of Estonian Jews is
implicit, it is a theme that is rarely mentioned in Estonians films.[25] Thus, the film avoids emphasising
ethnicities (indicating a multi-ethnic society only through names) but at the same time incorporates
everybody's suffering into one narrative without asserting who suffered more.

Celebration of Victory on 9 May
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The celebration of Victory Day on 9 May carries a very different narrative than the suffering and
reconciliation story depicted in the film, 1944. As in earlier years, in 8 May 2015 passed with the
traditional commemorative ceremonies that focus on remembering all those who suffered in the war.
The victims were commemorated at the Maarjamäe memorial[26] with a candlelight vigil and the
placement of a wreath with the inscription, "To Victims of the Second World War from the Estonian
people".[27] The following day, 9 May is celebrated in Russia as the Victory Day of the Great Patriotic War.
Since Putin has come to power, this celebration has become more and more emphasised in Russia and
is the main demonstration of Russian military might. In contrast to the Estonian suffering story, it is
narrated as a great achievement of the Russian people and is the main point of adoration. This memory
regime is also annually observable in Estonia at the Bronze soldier monument.[28] Of course, it certainly
has its part in commemorating the war victims and gathering the war veterans who want to share their
stories, but it is only part of the commemoration. The overall mood in the venue looked more like a
festival: people brought candles and flowers to the monument, but at the same time, there were military
songs, festive celebrations, and even refreshments were sold. All these elements suggest glorification of
the war rather than remembrance of the event.
Russian commemoration was not limited to an embassy visit and a visit to the monument itself, but the
celebration has also been a clear act of Russian nationalism for years. The event has been decorated
with Soviet and Russian flags, and in the earlier years, one could also find Russian tsarist flags. Today,
some activists wear the black-orange ribbons of St George.[29] Although this ribbon has already been
symbolically visible in Estonia for a decade, during the 2015 celebration, these symbols with black and
orange stripes have become larger and more visible. During the commemorative event at the monument,
one could see a strong intergenerational linkage: some children dressed in Soviet military uniforms
performing honorary guard. This element appeared in these celebrations after the relocation of the
Bronze soldier in 2007. This intergenerational linkage is not intended for a better understanding of the
war atrocities, but unfortunately, these children are being abused by ideological myth-making. In 2015,
the Russian campaign Immortal Regiment also received some attention in Tallinn where some mourners
walked with pictures of their lost relatives. However, the importance of 9 May is more inculcated by the
Russian state than it is a spontaneous, local, commemorative act.[30]

Concluding Remarks
In Estonia in 2015, the commemorations of WWII did not differ much from the earlier years. The two
parallel memory regimes that existed in 2005 are still there, but instead of moving closer, they depart
more from one another. Their tonalities are opposing and therefore, it is impossible to reach a
compromise. 1944 provides a good narrative that aims to overcome old dividing lines and remind us of
the tragedy of WWII for all Estonians. At the same time, it attempts to heal the trauma with conciliating
elements. Certainly there is part of the Russian-speaking community who would subscribe to this
narrative. It also would correspond well with those Russian oppositional voices who protested Putin’s
glorified myth-making by reminding us of the enormous loss of human lives and the destruction of a
country. These voices also found some ground among the Estonian Russian-speaking community. If
these would become a dominant discourse, it would enable us to reach to a compromise with the
Estonian suffering-narrative. However, the more visible[31] commemorative event of the Russianspeaking community well reflects the glorification myth of Putin's regime. In Estonia, the differences
between these two memory regimes have become greater due to Russian regime-propaganda and a
memory culture that uses television ads and also targets groups beyond its national borders.
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Footnotes
1. It is mainly the Russian speaking population in Estonia. However, it would be too simplistic an approach to claim that 9
May is the Victory Day for all Russian speakers in Estonia. This community is also very heterogeneous and not all of
them subscribe to this glorifying myth.
2. The Soviet regime started quickly eliminating the national elite through arrests, deportations and executions, which
culminated 14-16 June 1941 with a mass deportation of more than 10 000 people.
3. The hopes that Nazis would recognise Estonian independence quickly proved as a naïve hope, and by the end of 1941,
they were incorporated into the Reichskomissariat Ostland where in the Generalkomissariat Estland Nazis ruled with
the assistance of the Estonian collaborationists’ government, Omavalitsus. The Nazi occupation in Estonia killed
around 7800 Estonian citizens (mainly targeted were the Jew and Roma communities as well as those who were
blamed for collaborating with the Soviets) along with more than three times that number of people from other
countries. Among 7800 Estonian citizens killed by the Nazis, roughly 1 000 were of Jewish origins, and presumably
800 Roma community members were also eliminated due their racial background. In addition, Nazis brought Jews
from other European countries to the labour camps in Estonia (assumable number who were killed in these camps is
8000-10 000 people). In addition, around 15 000 Red Army prisoners died in captivity due to inhuman conditions. S.
Vahtre, ed. Eesti ajalugu VI Vabadussõjast taasiseseisvumiseni, Tartu, 2005, pp. 201-203.
4. The mobilisation included men who were born between 1896-1922. Out of the 50 000 men, 33 000 reached the Soviet
Union where they were first sent to labour camps because they were not trusted by the Soviet authorities. In 1942,
these men formed the 8. Estonian Rifle Corps who were sent to fight in Estonia in 1944. Ibid, pp. 193-5.
5. Being an occupying authority, Nazis were not allowed to organise mobilisation but they did it anyway. In order to hide
it, they called all recruited Estonians, "volunteers". Because of these "volunteers", the 20th Waffen Grenadier Division of
the SS (1st Estonian) was established. It is assumed that 25-30% were actual volunteers and the rest were forced via
mobilisation. Ibid, pp. 204-6, 213-4.
6. During the mass migration in summer 1944, it is assumed that 22 000 Estonian refugees arrived in Sweden, and 35
000-40 000 Estonian refugees arrived in Germany. The total number of refugees who left the Soviet sphere of influence
is estimated at 75 000-80 000 people, but many also perished in the Baltic Sea. Together with Estonian refugees who
remained under Soviet authorities, there were around 100 000 Estonians who were outside of Estonian territory by the
end of the war. S. Zetterberg: Eesti ajalugu, Tallinn: Tänapäev, 2009 p. 522.
7. However, the Soviet repressions against the Estonian population were reinforced and the anti-Soviet partisan fight
continued until early 1950s.
8. In the beginning of the 13th century, knights from Scandinavia and northern Germany Christianised Estonian territories
by force. The national awakening (starting mid-1860s) defined this as Estonian enslavement by Germans. This
narrative was well integrated into the Soviet’s narrative in which the Germans were defined as the Estonians'
archenemy and the Russians as the sole protectors of the Estonian people
9. The number of victims of the Nazi occupation was, until the 1990s, estimated at around 100 000-120 000 people. This
number was changed when the Estonian International Commission for the Investigation of Crimes Against Humanity
(aka the Max Jakobson Commission) started to investigate the crimes of the Nazi and Soviet regimes (1998-2008).
URL: http://www.mnemosyne.ee/mjk/lang/en-us Current history textbooks estimate the number of Nazi-regime
victims between 30 000-35 000 people, including the 7800 Estonian citizens.
10. Of course, the veterans who fought in the German army were totally excluded from the honouring commemoration of
the Red Army veterans, and, in fact, the narrative treated them as disorientated pupils who are responsible for their
errors. However, official Soviet narrative demonstrates that the Soviet regime has shown some undeserved mercy
towards these people.
11. The war caused great human loss and destruction, and saw the implementation of two brutal totalitarian regimes that
disrupted and destroyed lives. The war also dismantled Estonian independence and brought about a 50-year Soviet
rule that is now known as the Soviet occupation.
12. Although in Estonian social memory these veterans are often seen as Estonian freedom fighters, the government has
been reluctant to officially name the Waffen SS veterans as such. There have been several attempts to categorise
these veterans as freedom fighters but each attempt has faced negative international backlash: without knowing
Estonian history, the name gives the impression that Estonia honours the Nazis. The Russian anti-Fascist campaign
internationally uses the old narrative to demonstrate that the Estonian government attempts to revive fascism, and it
has even been difficult to explain these attempts to Estonian allies. As such, these veterans are treated the same as
the Red Army veterans, but they are not raised to the status of freedom fighters.
13. It mainly includes the mass deportations in 1941 and 1949, the unnecessary bombings of Estonian cities and towns,
the mass exodus in 1944, and also the forced division of population and the destruction of local communities.
Recently, a little more attention is being paid to the Holocaust memory in Estonia as well.
14. Vahtre, Eesti ajalugu, p. 227.
15. URL: http://www.efis.ee/en/film-categotries/movies/id/16404/trailers,-video-clips (retrieved June 16, 2015)
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16. The closing line of the film states Kõigile, kes on võidelnud ja kannatanud vabaduse nimel. It translates in English as,
"To all who fought and suffered in the name of freedom/independence". The word 'vabadus' translates as 'freedom' but
in an Estonian context, it can be also defined as 'independence' because in colloquial terms freedom and
independence are used synonymously. However, the director of the film aims to avoid taking sides or giving very
strong assessments. Presumably, it is also one reason why this text is left ambiguous.
17. There was a separate film screening organised for the war veterans from both the German and the Red Army.
Afterward, there was a discussion in which the war memories became very salient. The film was very well received.
Elmo Nüganen meenutab veteranide emotsioone: "1944" avas nende jaoks mälestuste tulva URL:
http://publik.delfi.ee/news/kino/elmo-nuganen-meenutab-veteranide-emotsioone-1944-avas-nende-jaoks-malestustetulva?id=71191469 (Retrieved June 16, 2015). P. I. Filimonov filmist "1944": kõige suurem pluss on hinnangutest
hoidumine URL: http://kultuur.err.ee/v/film/62cf8f6e-0ebc-44a4-958d-d645285a8161 (Retrieved June 12, 2015).
18. In an Estonian context, this is a very high number. Since the 1990s, it is only the second Estonian film that has received
such a large audience. URL: http://kultuur.err.ee/v/film/9a8265c0-23ae-4683-87f9-4e3f4de8e71c (Retrieved June 12,
2015).
19. This scene is followed by the scene in which Jüri is killed; the NKVD officer Kreml, after shooting Jüri and threatening
the Red Army captain, says: "You are afraid? You should, you should be afraid of the Soviet authorities!"
20. The Siberian sniper, Prohhor, pities the Estonian farmers who feed him – unfortunately, they will be made kulaks and
will be sent out when the Soviet authorities are restored. For the Estonian audience, this is a clear reference to the
imminent mass deportation of 1949 when the majority of 20 000 deported persons were defined as kulaks.
21. The Estonian authorities hoped to avoid open conflict with the Soviet Union and allowed the Red Army to march into
Estonia. The border guards and soldiers were ordered not to resist.
22. URL: http://www.efis.ee/en/film-categotries/movies/id/760/trailers,-video-clips (retrieved June 16, 2015).
23. The film is also being screened in Latvia and Lithuania, and starting in September, will be screened in Finland,
Germany, France, Japan, Korea, etc.
24. This joke is collected from war generation memoirs. K. Sarv, Poliitiline anekdoot II, Mäetagused 3, 1997, pp. 73-78.
25. Estonian Jews perished with few witnesses. In social memory, there is the story of the killing of Pärnu Jewish children
in a synagogue. This reference to the Pärnu Jewish family also tries to include the Jewish sufferings with Estonian
ones.
26. The recent film, Living Images (2013), brings to the scene as an underlying theme, the Holocaust and the destiny of
Jews in the concentration camps.
27. The memorial was built during the Soviet era but it after restoration of independence, it removed the Soviet symbols
and it became the main commemorative place of May 8. Pictures and video of Maarjamäe ceremony URL:
http://www.delfi.ee/news/paevauudised/eesti/delfi-fotod-ja-video-eesti-malestas-maarjamael-teise-maailmasojaohvreid?id=71425581 (retrieved June 16, 2015).
28. The so-called Bronze Soldier was located in the Tallinn city centre until 2007; then it was relocated to the military
cemetery. The relocation caused riots in Tallinn. To read more: Heikoi Pääbo: War of Memories: Explaining "Memorials
War" in Estonia, Baltic Security & Defence Review, vol 10, 2008, pp. 5-28. URL:
http://www.baltdefcol.org/files/files/BSDR/BSDR_10.pdf; Pictures of 8 May at the Bronze soldier, URL:
http://www.delfi.ee/news/paevauudised/eesti/delfi-fotod-9-mai-eel-on-pronkssoduri-jalamile-toodud-lilled-ningsuudatud-kuunlad?id=71430273 (retrieved June 16, 2015).
29. URL: http://www.delfi.ee/news/paevauudised/eesti/delfi-fotod-ja-video-pronkssoduri-juurde-kogunesid-rahvamassidkolas-muusika-ja-avati-toidukiosk?id=71431333 (retrieved June 16, 2015).
30. It is a Russian military-order ribbon that appeared as a symbol of Russian imperialism after the 2005 Ukrainian Orange
Revolution, URL: http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-32650024 (retrieved June 16, 2015).
31. URL: http://etv.err.ee/v/ce484c09-9aad-456c-93f2-2fd5ce8eb2d7 (retrieved June 16, 2015).
32. There is no data regarding the attitudes of Victory Day celebration among Russian speaking community in Estonia. The
assessment of visibility does not correspond to the size, but rather visibility of the event in media.
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